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Happy Valley was the name given to the Wanjohi Valley in the Kenya Highlands, where a small
community of affluent, hedonistic white expatriates settled between the wars. While Kenya's
early colonial days have been immortalised by farming pioneers like Lord Delamere and Karen
Blixen, and the pioneering aviator Beryl Markham, Happy Valley became infamous under the
influence of troubled socialite, Lady Idina Sackville, whose life was told in Frances Osborne's
bestselling The Bolter. The era culminated with the notorious murder of the Earl of Erroll in 1941,
the investigation of which laid bare the Happy Valley set's decadence and irresponsibility,
chronicled in another bestseller, James Fox's White Mischief. But what is left now?In a
remarkable and indefatigable archaeological quest, Juliet Barnes, who has lived in Kenya all her
life and whose grandparents knew some of the Happy Valley characters, has set out to explore
Happy Valley to find the former homes and haunts of this extraordinary and transient set of
people. With the help of a remarkable African guide and further assisted by the memories of
elderly former settlers, she finds the remains of grand residences tucked away beneath the
mountains and speaks to local elders who share first-hand memories of these bygone times.
Nowadays these old homes, she discovers, have become tumbledown dwellings for many
African families, school buildings, or their ruins have almost disappeared without trace - a
revelation of the state of modern Africa that makes the gilded era of the Happy Valley set even
more fantastic.A book to set alongside such singular evocations of Africa's strange colonial
history as The Africa House, The Ghosts of Happy Valley is a mesmerising blend of travel
narrative, social history and personal quest.

‘A problem with the depiction of Happy Valley arises when you encounter stories like that of Mary
Miller, to whom I am very distantly related. Juliet Barnes hears that Mary ‘lived off lorry-loads of
champagne and booze before shooting herself…’ Also that she and her husband were on the
edge of the notorious party set in their home near the Wanjohi or ‘Happy’ Valley, a chilly cleft in
the Aberdare highlands near where Barnes herself lives today. The gossip is entirely untrue, as
Barnes, a white Kenyan whose book thankfully begins to debunk the Happy Valley silliness,
discovers. Beautifully written.’'Beautifully told travelogue and historical quest. With family
histories woven in, this is a moving, entertaining and enlightening read, and an honest
exploration of Kenya’s colonial past.’'Numerous books have been written about Kenya’s
infamous Happy Valley, but the latest edition, The Ghosts of Happy Valley: Searching for The
Lost World of Africa’s Infamous Aristocrats, offers a fresh, much needed, perspective. This book
is highly recommended for those interested in this part of Kenya’s history and wising to
understand the current state of things.''Barnes merges travelogue with history, visiting the ruined
and reclaimed homes - once opulent abodes with rose gardens - of the wealthy and often



ennobled white settlers of Wanjohi Valley, near the Aberdare mountains in west central Kenya.
The author's journey to find out from locals where the set lived is determined and admirable.' ‘A
problem with the depiction of Happy Valley arises when you encounter stories like that of Mary
Miller, to whom I am very distantly related. Juliet Barnes hears that Mary ‘lived off lorry-loads of
champagne and booze before shooting herself…’ Also that she and her husband were on the
edge of the notorious party set in their home near the Wanjohi or ‘Happy’ Valley, a chilly cleft in
the Aberdare highlands near where Barnes herself lives today. The gossip is entirely untrue, as
Barnes, a white Kenyan whose book thankfully begins to debunk the Happy Valley silliness,
discovers. Beautifully written.’"The author does a good job of presenting the various views, with
added insights after visiting the homes and hearing local lore about some of the main players. In
the end a well-thought-out blended theory of the motive for Lord Erroll's murder and the possible
perpetrators gives yet another twist to this unsolved mystery.... the book is a valuable addition to
the library of anyone interested in this period of Kenya's history.""A page-turning exploration of
historic houses Kenya’s notorious ‘Happy Valley’. Truly a book of our time, this is a must read if
you want to get under the skin of the last 100 years of Kenya’s social history."'Numerous books
have been written about Kenya’s infamous Happy Valley, but the latest edition, The Ghosts of
Happy Valley: Searching for The Lost World of Africa’s Infamous Aristocrats, offers a fresh, much
needed, perspective. This book is highly recommended for those interested in this part of
Kenya’s history and wising to understand the current state of things.''Beautifully told travelogue
and historical quest. With family histories woven in, this is a moving, entertaining and
enlightening read, and an honest exploration of Kenya’s colonial past.’About the AuthorJuliet
Barnes was born and schooled in Kenya, and went to St Andrew’s University, Scotland. Today,
she lives with her two children Lord Delamere’s ranch beside Lake Elmenteita in Kenya’s Rift
Valley, looking out over the mountains surrounding “Happy Valley”. She writes for magazines and
newspapers in the UK and Kenya and has had children’s fiction and non-fiction published in both
countries.
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Richard Humphries, “Excellent snapshot – past and present – of Kenyan-elite landed settler
society and what came after. This is a book that covers a lot of territory, both literal and figurative.
In its barest sense, it portrays the crumbling of a way of life in the Kenyan highlands. Where once
ennobled and sometimes raffish colonials built manorial estates on alienated land, now some of
those estate houses lie barren with only the upland winds or occasional interlopers to stir the
spirits within. Or they’re occupied –or re-occupied depending on your view, by an expanding
hardscrabble multitude, whose time, post-independence had come.In a way the book combines
social history with a changing archaeological record with content that may be even more
appreciated in years to come. When I read of of Slains, Clouds, Kipipiri House and the others I
was reminded of those ruined late-Roman villas in Britain, whose owners needed a compliant
labor force to thrive and, along with spending by the Roman state, generate their lavish, possibly
louche, lifestyles, as recorded for posterity in elaborate floor mosaics. But we know nothing of
who these people were, who succeeded them and how it all ended, as indeed it did in short
order. The Roman state, facing troubles at the center, could no longer underwrite the politics,
lifestyle and security of distant elites on the periphery. When most, if not all, of the Romans left
the island, the villas were taken over by local Britons who had always lived there. For a time, they
occupied these villas until history –its economics and politics – moved on. Historians of the time
did record some of what happened but mostly couched it in end-of-the-world dramatics with less
attention to detail at the personal level.In the Ghosts of Happy Valley, we have a fleshed-out
template for similar elite-centered historical and societal processes, albeit at a distance of
almost 1600 years. That for me is the key value of this book. The author provides background as
to houses, owners and their foibles, economic pressures and transitional politics. She writes
elegantly and from an insider point of view, having been born in Kenya.The Errol murder
mystery, which forms part of the structure is covered elsewhere in print and film, so I found that
slightly less interesting than the parts about the homes, current and past occupants, and the
conservation efforts that, from what I’ve read, are ongoing. The author’s interaction and work
with Solomon Gitau, was intriguing and while one can only wished him the best in his
preservation efforts, the task faces huge odds.I found the small vignettes to be fascinating: like
those Lyduska Piotto, Mary Miller, Anne Spoerry (whose past turns out to be very dark), and the
lives of the current occupants and owners of parts of the former estates. Ms Barnes speaks with
former Mau Mau and mentions snippets of her own life and family as well. The author, who is
clear about her point of view on several subject, laments some of the changes. And while one
may argue that in the fullness of time what has happened is a common transition that will take
decades to run its course, she is observant about the astounding corruption and unfair practices
that make both preservation efforts harder and economic gains from the often poorly-used lands
of former estates that much harder.It wasn’t a problem for me, but due to the large number of
people described within, the author might have benefited from including a dramatis personae to



aid the average reader unfamiliar with Kenya in general, Happy Valley in particular. For that, I
debated whether to give the book four stars or five, but came down in favor of five because of
how the content resonated with me. In 1977, I camped at the farmhouse of Mrs Kenealy, an
elderly Kenyan settler, at Naro Moru. A year later, she lost the land and house has fallen down
since, someone wrote me recently.A final note here: It was a lifetime ago but I met Juliet Barnes,
the author in 1983 when she was travelling from Scotland back to Kenya with two college
friends. She helped several of us get better accommodations on the dilapidated, slow-moving,
barge-ferry that then ran along the Nile from Kosti to Juba in southern Sudan. That, plus an
interest in Africa, in history and in its transitions led me to purchase this book and I was not
disappointed.”

MaiaTheBee, “So glad I bought this delightful book. So glad I bought this delightful book. Juliet
brings to life the modern rural Kenya, as she tracks down the old houses of the Happy Valley
settlers. The anecdotes of the veteran Mau Mau terrorists and the present day residents of the
houses give the African viewpoint on White settlers. You sympathize with Solomon trying
desperately to save the Colobus monkey and indigenous trees whilst being thwarted by bigwig
money interests.Juliet's description of the almost impossible rutted roads and quagmires, after
the rains transported me back to my childhood in Kenya.A well written book that brings to life
modern Kenya and the plight of the rural African living in poverty, fifty years post independence.
One wonders what happened to all the billions of Aid money given to Kenya?? It certainly didn't
benefit the rural African.If you are looking for a saucy read about the Happy Valley sex exploits
then this book isn't for you. If you want a snapshot of Kenya fifty years post independence with
an update on the settlers farms carved up as land settlement plots, then this book is a must
read.”

Pappashanga, “Riveting history and native heroism. Juliet Barnes writes of her exploration of the
recent past in Kenya through its buildings. Her companion and inspiration is Solomon, an African
with dedication to animals and buildings. In fact it was Solomon and his brave and unrelenting
love for the animals against at best indifference and at worst violence,who makes this book.A
thread that runs through this book is the identity of Errol's murderer,dealt with in White Mischief
and other books. In the end there are suspects but no conclusive proof. The writing style is plain
and attractive, and I found this to be the best of the whodunnit books so far.I was rooting for
Solomon and his battles, and it is refreshing how common interests cross racial lines.I
recommend this book to anyone interested in history and conservation”

Ebook Library Reader, “A must read for all. A very good read for me having been brought up and
scholed in the western reaches of the Happy valley. Now I know the former owners of colonial
houses that I have grow.seeing and strewn across Kipipiri area in Nyandarua county, Kenya. Not
sure why it was so emotional for me as I read through this book”
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